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Baruch's Expansion Curtailed;
Building's Leasing at Maximum

Faculty and
Students to
Aid Ethiopia

Brooklyn Plan Shelved
By Ivan Cintron and Eric J. Fox

By ErIc Kan

Baruch College has started an
Ethiopian fundraising program,
Dart of a CUNY-wide effort to
raise money to help the millions of
famine victims in Ethiopia.
"I am calling on the entire University community to make a concentrated effort to aid the millions
of Ethiopians who are facing starvation in the worst famine in
memory," wrote Joseph S. Murphy, chancellor of CUNY, in his
letter to Joel Segall, president of
the college. asking Segall to start a
charity drive. Murphy, who is a
former director of the Peace Corps
in Ethiopia. asked Segall to appoint
a coordinator for the accounting
and collection of the donations.
Segall appointed Henry Wilson, Jr.
the dean of students. as the coordinator. .
Wilson, in turn, asked certain
faculty members to participate. in
the chari~ drive._Ibe faculty members' who 'are'-c01Iecting donations
are Seth Lipner, assistant professor
of law, and Susan Locke, associate
fcssor -of psychology. jaDe
HomD1:II'ger', assistant prote$SOl' of
education, was available until the'
January 2S. Locke has collect-
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Segall. Segall said the advice he has
received from the office of Donal
E. Farley, the vice chancellor of
facilities for planning and management is "to let it alone. t t
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24th Street Library
Undergoing Renovation
By Eu Choon Leng

--._ . ,,1
-

ed SSOO so far.
Richard Akuettey t the executive
vice-president of the Day Session

Student Government (DSSG,) is
beading the student drive. Akuettey
explained that the bulk of the fundraising drive will be centered
around a campus $1.00 drive, and a
party at the Underground. The
$1.00 campus drive will consist of
donation boxes distributed at all of
the campus buildings. Akuettey
said that, '~e would like students
to donate at least $1.00." Students.
who want to donate more are encowaged to do so. Checks and
DlOIleY orders should be made out
to Africare. Akuettey added that
"vokmteers are needed to man the
tables,tt and do other work. The
party at the Underground will
probably be in late April. Akuettey
added that there may be other
fundraising functions.

Continued on Pg. 5
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exchange tbeir ID for the period the
book or periodicals are. checked
out. .
The library was pleased with the
response when 753 students showed
up the four Sundays it was open,
from 12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
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Feed The World
The severe drought that has stricken sub-Saharan Africa and Ethiopia has been in the
forefront of international relief efforts for months now. Churches, governments' and private
citizens have banded together to assuage the plight of t. ~ millions of Africans who face
famine and death. Though aid has been plentiful, the suf 'ing continues. Thousands have
died, far more have been uprooted. (Some reports say tho. "alashas, the Ethiopian Jewry,
still in neighboring Sudan awaiting evacuation may not be .united with relatives in Israel.)
Much can be said about the positive outpouring of aid from the world community. Prominent musicians took to their crafts and provided a "Band Aid"; Israel forged ahead in the'
face of opposition and rescued up to 7,000 Falashas; even President Ronald Reagan was
forced to view the famine as something more than a confrontation between a Western and a:
"Marxist" government and paved the way, with a little help from our Congress, for an
alliance. All these efforts have still only touched a percentage of the drought's victims. The
months ahead may see similar relief operations in Eritrea (the region of bloody civil unrest.)
Chad, and Sudan.
Baruch College has joined the relief effort. A fundraiser has been planned for this month,
and Dean Henry Wilson, Jr., is coordinating a project that unifies our three schools of
business, liberal arts, and education in a joint task of raising relief monies. Professors Seth
Lipner (Law.) Susan Locke (Psychology.)
Jane M. Hornburger (Education) are the
school's respective faculty representatives, and have reportedly already raised over $500. The
DSSG projects a "one dollar per student" tally and hopes to raise over $12,000. Plans are
also underway for a fundraising party at the Underground in April.
These drives deserve our maximum support. Americans have provided relief for blockaded Germans, oppressed Hungarians, war ravaged Biafrans and Cambodian "boat people."
Let our tradition of coming to the aid of those in need continue. Let us give what we can so
that they in Africa, those millions, may live.

ana

Lost in Space
Baruch students can breathe a collective sigh of relief now that the proposal to move to
Brooklyn, specified in Baruch College's Master Plan, has been shelved. The college can now
concentrate on acquiring space which we desperately need. This plan has been a thorn in
Baruch's side since 1968, when Baruch became an independent senior college, and has
seriously hampered the development of this college.
One major factor leading to the stagnation of Baruch's quest for space is continual lobbying by both CUNY and non-CUNY schools to prevent the college from moving too close to
their academic turf.
Brooklyn College and New York City Technical College have put pressure on legislators to
keep Baruch out of the Atlantic Terminal area of Brooklyn; at the same time, New York
University and Pace·University also have 'lobbyed against Baruch moving below 14th Street.
Education should not be the arena where political battles are fought.
The amended Master Plan, which allows Baruch to acquire space even though the original
plan prohibits this, is a step in the right direction. This is long overdue. Had the administration done this years ago, we would most likely have obtained the space needed at pre-real
estate boom prices.

Teacher· Evaluations
To the Editor:
I have a few words to say concerning the December 4th article on
student- teacher evaluations. I am
a transfer student from a private
college upstate. We had three
semesters: fall, spring and a
January term which consisted of
one course every day for four
weeks. For each of three semesters
we had student-teacher evaluations,
and the students did take them
seriously. The article stated that,
"If a student has an instructor who
is stern and hard, yet overall a good
instructor, that instructor will
receive a bad evaluation; a teacher

who is lax and simple to pass will
receive a good evaluation." This is
not true. Students come to college
to learn and further their education, not just to pass. Courses in
college are supposed to tax their
brains; courses which are "lax and
simple to pass" are boring. I, for
one, would give the instructor of a
boring, simple course a bad evaluation, while I'd give the instructor of
a course which made me think and
work a good evaluation. Studentteacher evaluations should be given
every semester, because students do
take them seriously.
Nancy Cirulnick

Ethnic Slur by Professor
To the Editor:
I'd like to express my displeasure
about a blatant remar k made by
Professor Lynn Fleischman. I was
enrollee: in her 1357 statistics class
in section YZZ 13.
On Monday, the 26th of November, 1984, Professor Fleischman
made an announcement as to where
and when the final exam would
take place. I asked to be granted
permission for extra time due to my
visual problem, which she had a
prior knowledge of.
Following this announcement,

she issued me a time slot and date
to which I agreed to take the final
exam. She then made a discriminatory remark, which has a racial
overtone, that "I will give you the
extra time, and then I can also
watch your slanted eyes." A very
unpleasant remark which elicited
laughter from the class, at my eye
handicap problem.
As a result of making a mockery
of my ethnicity, with this remark
about my "slanted eyes," by Professor Fleischman, I have felt greatly embarrassed.
Ho Foo Hui

Work at The Ticker
This semester there are positions
open in Advertising, News, Features,
Arts, and Sports.
Weare looking for writers,
photographers, typists, and proofreaders.
STOP BY ROOM 307, SC, THURSDAY, DURING CLUB HOURS.

OP-ED

Ronald Reagan is Not to Blame
By Eric J. Fox

In mid-January, the National Urban
League released its annual report on the
state of black America. Leaders of the
black community predictably used the
resulting media attention to attack the
president and his policies. Jesse Jackson,
the self-appointed black messiah, has
previously called Reagan "the most
dangerous and mean-spirited man ever to
occupy the office," and most other black
leaders have used sirnilar : remarks in
describing the president. The question that
this harsh condemnation raises is, why is
the, president and his policies so misunderstood by the majority of black Americans.
The most serious 'charge made by opponents of the president is that his policies
?urt blacks economically. This may be true
in the short term. As social programs are
slashed, blacks are bound to be hurt more
because they are overrepresented among the
poor. Reagan, however, is trying to lay the
ground~ork for a future that includes black
~rospenty. When the huge Jewish immigranon of the late 19th and early 20th century
took place, the Jews who came over were
poorer and more disadvantaged than the
!,lac~ community is today. Most of these
tmrmgrants were uneducated and illiterate.
They were forced to work in the most

menial of jobs, and they, unlike the poor
today, had no government social net to fall
back on. Yet in a relatively short time, by
1969, the average wage of JewishAmericans was 172 percent of the national
average, according to the U.S. Census
Bureau. Other ethnic groups that arrived in
the United States at roughly the same time
including It~lians and the Irish, also manag:
ed substantial economic gains.
Th~ point is that ethnic groups in
Amenca have never advanced economically
because of government programs. This is
true not only of Jews, Italians', the Irish and
other ethnic groups of European origin, but
also of Japanese, Chinese and KoreanAmericans. Even West Indian blacks who
are physically indistinguishable 'from
American blacks, have made substantial
economic gains in the short time they have
been in this country, earning 94 percent of
thesnational average. Isn't it possible that
the economic problems of black America
have more to do with the dissolution of the
black family and other cultural factors and
less to do with Ronald Reagan? As early as
1971, one third of all black families were
headed by females, a figure that must be
higher today.
There are those who say that America in
the 19~'s has changed, that there is less opporturnty and more competition than in the
early 1900's. While there may be some
validity to this view, it ignores the

B}" Cary Federman

Recently, Ronald Reagan was elected
president. No, not on Nov. 6th by 59
percent of the American people.but by 525
e!ectors elected by the voters in their respective states. Stated thus, many students of
the presidency have come out for (once
again) the abolition of the Electoral College. An example of how difficult it is to defend the system appears in the person of
Martin Diamond. Professor Diamond, in
1977, appeared before the Congress to defend the Electoral College from attacks leveled against it by President Jimmy Carter
Senator Birch Bayh and the American &J.
Association (ABA). After delivering his
speech, Diamond collapsed and died soon
after.
This is the length to which some have to
go in order to defend a system that embodies the best of American political
thought. Diamond knew that the Electoral
College was not what most liberal reformers
think it is today. Specifically, the charge

most ,o~ten hurled at the Electoral College is
that It IS undemocratic. And, they reason
we ought not have, in this enlightened and
democratic day and age (yes, they still use
that cliche,) a vestige of the undemocratic
18th century in our Constitution.

.

B~,mentioning

that the Electoral College
IS a
remnant of our undemocratic past "
the so-called reformers are also out to.pro~e
that the college is archaic as well as
undemocratic. But what's wrong with
something that is old? (The reformers mean
"old" but they say "archaic" because it
sounds better-or worse, in this case.) But
the .c~~ge that the Electoral College is "archaic IS a rhetorical device by people who
capitalize the word "progress" whenever
possible.
First, it is important to remember what
Madison wrote in Federalist No. 49: that
tinkering with the Constitution would
deprive the government of "that veneration
~hich time bestows on everything." That
IS, w,e should preserve the Electoral College
precisely because of its long-standing acceptance by the American people.

Bored with Class?
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Eu Choon Leng
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The Ticker is published seven times a semester. All work with the exception Qf typesetting and printing is by Baruch or CUNY BA
students. We welcome all contributions and criticism that are typed
and signed. We are located in Room 307 of the Student Center. Our
mailing address is Box 377.137 East 22nd Street, New York. N.Y.
10010. (212) 725-7620.
Prinlin~ b~· Jac' Kim PrinliftJt Co.• Inc., oW Wni 22nd Strftl

achievements of Korean immigrants, who
have all but taken over the fresh produce
business in New York City. The typical
Korean immigrant will work for several
y~ars at low paying jobs, pool his earnings
With other family members, and enter into
the fresh produce or other low capital
businesses.
Then there are those who argue that a
substandard
educational system has
resulted in" the economic stagnation of
black America. However, this argument ig~ores the rise of other ethnic groups, both
10 the early part of this century and today,
who have prospered in America even with
the handicap of an inferior education. It
also ignores the slow but consistent progress
made by blacks while attending segregated
schools. Black illiteracy was 50 percent in
1900, 25 percent in 1920, and less than 15
percent by 1940. In 1939, average black income was 41 to 45 percent of white income.
By 1960, average black income was 60 to 67
percent. Unfortunately, this figure is lower
today.
.1 hope that this article will not be
misunderstood and dismissed by ideologues
on the left. This is not intended to be an attack on blacks, most of whom are hard~or~ing, productive members of society. It
IS SImply an attempt to explain their
economic distress outside the context of
Ronald Reagan.
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In Defense of the Electoral College

Attention Walkman Carriers:
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Ne..·s Editor
Features Editor
Centerfold F.ditor
Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Copy Fditor
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
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Consultant
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Well turn on your VVALKMAN to 590
am. WBM B
Baruch . College Radio
Broadcasting in the 26th Street building &
surrounding area. Happy Listening·.
Th.e Staff
WBMB :... 590 AM

__ ~

Second, and more important because it
seems possible that the veneration earlier
generations had concerning the Electoral
College is on the verge of collapse, the
Electoral College has been incredibly flexible. Electors have become nullities (thereby
doing away with the most famous charge
against the Electoral College-that it is
possible for a group. of men toe1ect anyone
they.choose contrary to the wishes of the
public). Modem technology has virtually
eliminated the intended federal aspects of
the system, and political parties have
d:veloped. And, despite all this, the system
still works to the ends the framers of the
Constitution intended.
Those who believe that the Electoral College is undemocratic have similar difficulties. If the system is undemocratic, we
may ask, why is it that of almost 20,000
electoral votes cast, only 10 have followed
th~ir own conscience? The charge, really,
boils down to a hypothetical. Sen. Bayh
used to say that under the college, a candidate "could" win with 25 percent of the
vote by winn~ng the II largest states by a
narrow margin. George Will has written
that under a direct election scheme a candidate "could" win all of Alaska's 231,000
votes, lose every state· in the Union by an
average of 4,700 votes, and become president. The more dangerous system, it seems,
would be direct election.
Under a direct election, the United States
woul~ be flooded with minor parties, who,
~noW1ng they can't win, would fight the
Ideological fight to the very end, secure in
the knowledge that the cameras are rolling
and the press printing at every campaign
stop.
. The Electoral College has proven itself
tune and again that it is a valuable system.
It ~oes?:t. "prevent democracy from happenmg, It furthers it because it keeps the
t":o party ~st~ alive. If it is too complex,
thmk of, Judicial review, or how a bill
becomes a ~w. If it "amplifies the victory"
of the president, remember that· the president is our only nationally elected official
which gives him a certain moral authority
other lawmakers lack. The Electoral College, then, embodies federalism,
democracy, compromise (remember the
states playa vital role) and sober realism. It
has been called 'the paradigm of the
American idea of democracy." Martin Diamond once wrote that the "Electoral Col.
lege is easy to defend, once one gets ~
bang of it." Indeed it is.
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CLASSIFIED SECTION

The Brothers of

Saint Basil's School
preached against vice,
lust and disrespect.

Call 805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4000 for
information.

If God had wanted them to be angels, lie would have given them wings.
HBO PlcnJRES IN ASSOCIATION WITIi SILVER SCREEN PARTNERS PRESENTS
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TICKER· TAKES

Ethiopia
Continued from Front Page
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Ar.e you interested ina
bra ad c as t i ng ca ree r?
What better way to start
than by using Baruch College's own radio station
WBMB
as a basic building foundation. We are accepti nq appl ications for:
disc jockeys, enqlneers,
newscasters,
record
librarians, production peapleand technically inclined
individuals. We are located
at 360 Park Avenue South
room B115. Our telephone
number is (212) 725~7168.

Placement
OffICe M;,ved
The Office of Career Placement
and Planning is being moved from
the Dean of. Students office to the
School of Business and Public Administration this semester, according to Baruch College officials.
"We think this coHege can do a
lot better than it does in terms of
placement," said Joel Segall, president of the college. Segall said that
as a result of this reorganization,
both the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences and the School of Education would have to get their own
counselors to serve their students'
needs.
Responding to charges that the
placement office was being moved
because placement statistics have
stayed at the same level since 1982,
Segall said, "I've seen statistics of
increasing numbers of firms
recruiting here. I'd like to see SOO to
600 firms recruit here," but he added, "I'm kind of guessing about
those figures. What I'd really like
to see is a graduating student interviewed four or five times by firms."

Student
''Abused''
A Baruch student was "sexually
abused" Jan. 7 in the 17 Lexington
Ave. building while studying by
herself, according to Henry J.
McLaughlin, director' of campus
security.
. _The incidentoccurred at 10:20

a.m, in a second floor. classroom,
McLaughlin said. McLaughlin
declined to name the victim because
of the nature of the crime, but said
the suspect, also unnamed, was a
white male, in his 30's, with glasses, medium-length wavy black hair
and • mustache.
McLaughlin said that the suspect
was arrested a week later and that
he "has been identified and is being
prosecuted," McLaughlin added
that the secwity depaitment" worked extensively with the 13th
Precinct on this case, and that he
was "proud" of their work.
"The security department discourages the use of empty
classrooms by female students that
are alone. Don't put yourself in
that position. If you have to, go to
the library and study,"
McLaughlin said.

According to Robert Jefferson,
the acting university dean for student affairs and special programs,
who is also coordinating the drive
from the CUNY central office, other
colleges such as Hunter and LaGuardia have had Ethiopia charity
drives before, but they were not
coordinated between faculty and
students as this one is. Jefferson
said the money that is raised will
go to Ethiopia as well as any othel'
area that suffers from drought and
famine._ Jefferson added that he
wants to have a conference to not
only educate students about Ethiopia, but also to help them get more
involved that they already are. Jefferson would also like to see a fund
established for students who want
to work in Ethiopia.
Murphy states in his letter that
out of the 180,000 students and

Expansion

Incomplete
Workshop

Continued from Front Page

The college library is offering
research workshops to help
students resolve their incompletes
from the fall, according to Kristin
McDonough, assistant professor,
library.
Two workshops will be held in
Room 427, ISS E. 24th Street; the
first on Feb. 14, 12:30 p.m. to 2:30
p.m, (Club hours.) and the second
on Feb. 25,2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Students must register by calling
(212) 725-3114 and should leave
their name and the topic to be 'researched.
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ing from Brooklyn schools, such as
Brooklyn College and New York
Technical College, prevented
Baruch College from moving into
the Atlantic Terminal area of
Brooklyn.
Segall said before he became
president of the college, Baruch
tried to acquire the American Express building located in the Wall
Street area, but was "blocked" by
Pace . and New York University,
who feared competition with
Baruch. Segall said. "Pace, New
York University and· Fordham
would love to see us out, (of
Manhattan,) but the best they have
been able to accomplish is an Infor-

25,000 faculty and stiff members,
over S200.000 can be raised, and
used to alleviate Ethiopia's famine.
Locke, who has travelled extensively in Africa, points out that while
the money raised will help Ethiopia
somewhat, more has to be done.
Locke added that famine and
drought are not only confinedto
Ethiopia. It is a problem all over
Africa, and a multinational effort is
needed to alleviate the problem.
Locke also said that the drought is
.
not the real problem.
According to an article written in
the Science Times of Tuesday,

Jan. 8, 1985,· desertification is
the real problem. .. Desed itw:aticm,
a process in which the biological
productivity of the land is sharply
degraded by human abuse. Natural
factors are an important underlying
cause of the famine that has killed
hundreds of thousands of Africans
in recent years.
. ·It is often overlooked by commentators who focus on the immediate cause of the current
mal agreement for us not to go
below 14th Street," said Storer.
Farley added, "NYU and Pace
did lobby against it, that's no
secret; the Board of Regents turned
us down."
In addition, Segall cited the
distribution of Baruch's student
population to explain the lack of
power that Baruch has. "Our
enrollment almost reflects the
distribution of New York City
population among the five
boroughs," said Segall. As a result,
Segall said that Baruch students do
not have the same influence as
students attending Queens College,
for example, since they are primarily from Queens and can put
pressure on legislators to serve their
needs. "We don't have a powerful
contingent to look out for our in- .
terests," said Segall.

.famIne:· a prolonged- -drought that
has withered crops and deprived
cattle, goats, and camels of their
grazing vegetation.
"But drought and desertification
are intertwined. Progressive desertification over the centuries has
rendered the whole region more
vulnerable to the ravages of
drought when it arrives. And
drought, in tum, is accelerating the
degradation of the land and increasing the rate of desertification,"
According to Dr. Mostafa N.
Tolba, who is the Executive Direetor of the United Nations .Environment Program, "the main cause is
not drought as many still believe,
but human over-exploitation of
lands through over-cultivation,
over-grazing, poor irrigation practices. and deforestation."
For more information, contact
Lipner at 72S-3398, 46 E. 26th
St., Room 546, or Locke at
725-7184, 111 E. 18th sr., Room
1138.
"I really don't agree with that,"
said Farley in response to Segall's
observation. Farley added, "In recent historical times, the .Queens
political establishment has been
unified in supporting capital construction for its colleges." Farley
said that he does not think this
relates to Baruch's situation.
Marilyn Mikulsky, the director
of campus planning and facilities,
was on vacation and therefore
unavailable for commeJit. Her

assistant. ~bODse T. zatorsti,
said the master plan was ~'dcad"
and referred all further inquiries to
Mikulsky, saying, "there ~ things
she's privy to that I'm not.
U
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Ivonne Rudorfer will leave her home in Washington Heights early this morning to make
her eight o'clock class. Ivonne's first semester has been filled with both positive and negative
experiences. A graduate of Bronx High SChool of SCience, Ivonne chose Baruch because, "it
has the best reputation in business." The fact that she won a full scholarship also influenced
her decision. When she found out about the award' she was ecstatic. "I was proud of myself,"
she said.
Before coming to Baruch, Ivonne also had certain perceptions of what college life would be
like. "I had ideas from television, of colleges with dorms." Her perceptions did not match her
experiences. "I thought people would be closer, and a lot of people would be together. There
would be events." Baruch's lack of a campus bothers Ivonne a lot. "Because that's
the way people get together. It's harder to meet people standing in front of a building."
Ivonne tries to combat this by being friendly and trying to meet people. "I guess I'm pretty
friendly and I can search friendly people out." Ivonne decided to get involved in school activities and joined Helpline. She wanted "to meet and learn to relate to people."
Ivonne felt that most of her professors were good. Her math instructor, Professor Diane
Tobias, "was terrific." However, she had problems with her speech professor. "I had a personality conflict with the teacher. She just didn't like me. She used to look me up and down."
Ivonne didn't let the conflict interfere with her class work, and ultimately earned an A in
speech.
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Ivonne

After one semester Ivonne is "leaning towards accounting, but it can definitely change."
She works for a publishing company and puts in 7 to 14 hours a week, but feels it doesn't interfere with her school work. Although she has been academically successful in her first
semester she wants much more out of college. "I don't just want academics. I also want good
friends I'm going to keep for a long, long time. I'm happy here. Its more than partially lived
up to my expectations. "
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One thing that .bothers Joyce about Baruch is its lack of a campus. "I don't always feel part
of the school. In high school,everything was under one roof. Baruch is a little bit colder. It
bothers me. It's harder to meet people. What's missing is a school atmosphere."
Joyce feels that she has learned a lot in her first semester, HI 'understand myself more, and
other people more. In history I learned what made people tick." She was also happy to find a
play presented on campus. "I went to see Scapino and it was a good production. I brought my
family to see it."
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On weekday mornings.Joyce Cohen leaves her home in Gravesend, Broo klyn, and catches a
train bound for the city and Baruch. She rides an F train where she has encountered a saxophone-playing preacher and a teenage exhibitionist. Despite these obstacles she chose
Baruch because she "heard it had a really good program, a good reputation." Joyce candidly
adds, "the tuition was much lower than Pace and N.Y.U., and also a few of my friends were
going there."
Joyce had certain visions of what college would be like. "I felt that for the first time I'd be
on my own. I would also gain different types of knowledge I could apply to life." Joyce also
"thought that it would be overcrowded. I thought that the professors would be distant."
After one semester, Joyce feels that the students in college "are more interested and attentive than in high school."
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Fran Gennis, a graduate of Bayside High School in Queens, chose Baruch for the usual
two reasons. "I heard it was a business 'school, and I wanted to go' toschool in thecity. A tot
of people I know went to Queens (College)." Fran, however, wanted a change of pace.
Fran thought that college life would be difficult. "I thought it was going to be really hard.
You'd have 12 chapters to read a night and they (professors) would demand so much of you."
But she also thought she'd have fun. "I'd meet a lot of people, I knew I was going to make
friends. "
After her first semester, Fran has a different outlook. "This semester was easier than high
school. It was a lot easier than expected. Teachers don't bother you about things. It's your
own fault if you do badly."
In taking her classes, Fran found that most of her instructors were fine. "Albright I loved,"
she said, "he was funny, interesting and nice." She praised her math professor, "He went
slow and I needed that."
The fact that Baruch doesn't have a campus doesn't faze Fran one bit. "I meet friends
anyway," Fran said. "What does a campus do? What does a campus have? Some find
Baruch students unfriendly, but I don't."
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The positive points, however, are also tempered by some negative ones, especially in regard
to the campus. "If I went to a private school I'd expect a campus. I don't want to switch
now." She adds, "I'm happy with the teachers. But you also want fun. There are no lounges
or places where you can really hang out."
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·FREE-LEGAL SERVICE
Tuesdays
Room 419 Student Center
Call 725-3377 or 78
for an appointment.

•

FIRSTI.
TEST.

PREPARATI.

IN EVERY LIVING SPECIES
THERE ISASTAGEOFGROWTH
BETWEEN INFANCY AND ADULTHOOD...
IN MOST ANIMALS,
IT OCCURS DURING THE FIRST YEAR OF LIFE...
.[N HU'M.bNS, IT HAPPENS RIGHT AFTER COLLEGE.

"There are jobs in newspapers for your
individual talents," said William Zimmerman in the second Business-Journalism lecture sponsored by Philip Morris, Inc. and
held at Baruch College.
Editor of the award-winning daily
finance services newspaper American
&znker. Zjmmerman commands an inhouse staff of 60 and has 80 world correspondents. He is also the author of
recently published books: a guide to writing
Instant Oral Biographies. and a Journal of
Thoughts with daily qllOtions like "What
is your favorite flower?" and "What is the
best thing that ever happend to you?"

SINCE 1138

Wednesdays
Room 509, 46 E. 26th St.
Call 725-3031

FREE TUTORING
Call 725-3377 to be tutored
or to tutor. Qualified students earn an hourly wage
to tutor.

Banking on the Field of Business Journalism
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Eyes twinkling, Zimmerman introduced
five college-age staffers brought as living
proof that young people can enter the
prestigious, seemingly inaccessible field of
financial journalism. "Whether it's copy
- editing, reporting, working with statistics,
or research, there are places for you. All are
pleasureable, depending on your interests."
"None of these people, including myself,
thought we'd be working for American
Banker. Eventually I got off the copy desk,

ID.c:rnoua ca'M"
.\111 My Of Our ee.rsAnd see For
WI MIIce The DiIIerIIa
TEST PAEfMAnON SPECWJSTS
SINCE 1931

YoursII..,
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EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

(Between 6 & 7 Illes.)

212-177-8200

A CINEMA 5 THEATRE

A

1···KMaliJ

Permanent centers In More Than
120 Maior u.s. Cities .. Abroad•
For IntormatiOn About GIber cenws
OUTSIDE .~Y. SIAIE CALL

Cinema 3

CINEMA 5 THEATRE

59th S1reeI at T'he Plaza Hotel 752-5959

Mth 51. at 2nd Awe• RE 7·2822

A NEW YEAR -

A NEW YOU! !

There's a slim new You hiding under those unwanted pounds.
You can lose 10·30 Ibs. THIS MONTH!
Guaranteed results with safe, proven formula. Send only $39. (check or
money order) for 4 weeks supply, to:
CARTER ASSOCIATES, P.O. Box 697
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

IF YOU WORK AND GO
TO SCHOOL, YOU NEED
TAX EASE.
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By Apnjita Sikri
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Frenchera Hunter, a Baruch Management student, graduating in the class' of
June 1985, started dancing at the age of 15.
"I had a natural sense of movement and
. Hom. the. first time.1 was .asked.ro dance.. I
knew I ·wanted to be a dancer, n she said;
Hunter won a scholarship to the
prestigious Alvin Ailey Dance Co. and
studied there from 1980 to 1981. Partly
coaxed by her parents she decided for a
business degree as a backup qualification,
keeping in mind the uncertain and competitive nature of a performing arts career.
. College has held 'me back from expanding
my performing arts career. I don't have as
much time," she said. She works part time
at Baruch and takes dance classes in the
evenings at various professional dance
schools.
Hunter has been the choreographer of
the Baruch College Dance Club for three
years. She also teaches dance classes at the
Brooklyn YMCA on weekends. She has SO

NYC's Largest Sofabed Specialist

$400.a w'eek plus commission

Hunter has also finished doing a music
video with European rock star Prince
Charles, who is making his u.S. debut with
a record that will be released by Atlantic
Records in spring 1985.

Excellent exposure into retail world
Good Appearance, outgoing personality
and conscientious work habits necessary

Hunter wants to. finish her Alvin Ailey
scholarship. Although she has been trained
in Russian classical ballet she says that her
specialty is Modem Dance, which she
believes brightens her prospects on Broadway. Along with her career on stage, she
also wants to do a Masters in Dance and
Physical Therapy and work with the
physically handicapped. "The sense of
movement is very precious for me and I
want to share it with as many people as I
can," she said.

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
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Interviews in our Park Avenue Store
Contact: Mr. Ramis
(212) 532-4697
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Short form

$20
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attitude survey designed "to make bankers
see what's happening in the outside world."
Of all the challenges tackled by American
Banker, Zimmerman said, "Getting the
right people is the hardest." While his five
young staff members (including Baruch
journalism graduate, John Forde) spoke
briefly and enthusiastically about their
jobs, Mr. Zimmerman smiled fondly, with
much the same pleasure as a gardener nurturing seedlings.

With Management Potential

far performed with two professional companies Mafata Dance Co., at Avery
FISher Hall at Lincoln Center and the
Waldorf Astoria in a "Tribute to Count
Basie" concert; she has also played with the
John Parks Dance Co. at the Melbank
Community Center.

With college 1.0.

C'98~WM""&"'" Inc AaAlqirtts~

his continual Monday morning worry specialized publications like Securities
Week, Pratt's Letter, Computer Age,
Microbanker and IRA Reporter. "Research
these in preparation for the future," he suggested. "You can make a good living at
jobs' outside of big newspapers."
e,Adapting, experimenting, and making
mistakes keeps a publication vital." People
too, Zimmerman noted, advising students
to keep a broad mind, and learn as many
different things as possible. American
Banker keeps apace with read-me tactics
like special interest pages on industryrelated topics (marketing, technology or
labor, for example); innovative back-page
interviews; a comic-book insert explaining
complex financial futures; and a consumer

Fall-tiDle Sales

1·212·654-7521

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
NOW PLAYING
.'

people who don't want to lose what they've
earned," said Zimmerman. With a hefty,
yearly subscription rate of $400, circulation
stands at 24,000, while readership is
estimated at 100,000. The paper's goal is to
convert these pass-along readers to full-pay
subscribers.
Especially pressing is competition with
newsletters, whose sheer numbers pose an
even greater threat than The Wall Street
Journal. Zimmerman displayed a stack of

Most people want to make the most of their money. When
you work and go to school, you have to. The last thing you
need to do is short change yourself by giving Uncle Sam more
than he's entitled to, or missing out on a big refund.
At TAXEASE, we believe that college students deserve a service that works as hard as they do. We offer top quality income
tax services by college trained tax accountants at affordable
prices. And with our convenient home or school pickup service, you can have your taxes prepared without ever interrupting your schedule. Treat yourself to a tax accountant, you owe
it to yourself.
Call today

Atv18l..1N .. WARNERCCMMUI\IIC"'IC'NSCOMP.. NY

... • •• ·e . . . . . .

financial industry in recent years have forced the one-time "only daily in banking,"
established in 1835 to expand its focus.
Under President Reagan's free-market
policies of de-regulation, "anything can
happen." Financial services like insurance,
securities, mortgages, and non-bank banks
"must be covered in our paper, if we're to
be any good."
American Banker's Washington Bureau
is vital for following legislation, but Zim-

-.m_RIII . . . . /lcc~.
No DiIcounl c.os Honored

FORGROUPSALES INFORMATION CALL (212) 888 4300

It's the privilege of youth

Produced by TIM 3INNEMANN
Written and Directed by KEVIN REYNOLDS

Trying to attract new readers is a constant priority. One strategy is the emulation
of USA Today's colorful graphics to clarify
technical data, and grab the attention of
busy senior executives. "Our primary
readers are people in power, conservative

Public Dancer

lOLL FREE -.223-17IZ

AMBLIN ENTERTAINMENT PRESENTS "FANDANGO"
starring KEVIN COSTNER JUDD NElSON SAM ROBARDS
CHUCK BUSH BRIAN CESAK Music by ALAN SILVESTRI
Executive Producers FRANK MARSHALL and KATHLEEN KENNEDY

merman says, "I need eyes and ears
everywhere." Offices in Chicago, London,
and several other cities convey much needed
information. Correspondents (freelancers,
some students) also help this trade paper
function on a "community" level, providing hard news, people profiles,
marketing and even some muck-raking the paper captured a Globus Award last
year for an investigative piece on linked
financing.

"Our primary readers are people in power; conservative people who don't want to lose what they've earned."

-H.
•

and started reporting on agriculture,
technology, civil rights - I learned as I
went along.'
There is a strong market for all types of
journalists, he continued. "newsletters are
proliferating like mad, and in this age of
specialization, reporters can build expertise
quickly, and get better salaries. American
Banker is a good career opportunity, promoting from within whenever possible.
Many people learn here and move on."
eeWe see ourselves as a national
newspaper, "
Growing competition includes The Wall Street Journal, The New
York 'Times, newsletters, some big
magazines, and primarily because of visual
appeal, USA Today. Radical changes in the
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CHECK OUT A
PROFESSOR
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We·Need Your Help to
Help Starving People.

DSSG's on campus
drive to help famine
•
victims In Central
Africa cannot succeed
without your help. We
need students to man
Say Goodbye to Your
donation
tables,
help
Textbook and Hello to
in
promotions
and
proa Friend at your
"WELCOME BACK" vide input. Please help
Party.
a couple of hours of
Feb. -15th
your
time
will
go
a
long
5-10 P.M.
way. Call 725-3377 or
Oak 2 Marble Lounges
Student Center
78 today.
Student-Teacher
Evaluation results
•
are In room
419, Student Center.

for more information
call Orest (212) 686·7658
evenings --;

•

Next year

mjerusalem,
For only .450.
Arich~

for ~ Htde moocy.
The)crusakm FdJowship5 is offering 2
months of study and tr2\Id in)erusalcrn
md throughout the Holy land, for only
S450 incJudin8 roundtrip airf:ue.
You will Ic2m about thejcwish way in
IoYe and marria8e- gain me Ia10wtcdIJe In
combat assimibtion, and to fight cults
and Arab prop:I8aIm on campus. k's an
expo knee th:II will cootioue to enrich
your Ilk b many ~
How do I bc<:omr ooe
01 the sdectrd fewl
Thirty pcopie will qualify and be sdectcd
to participatr
,
,
~ Iookingforle:ildels. ~wbo~
cnrbolCiasdc 2nd motiYatcd. Peopiewbo
want to Ic2m and who took bcbaIJcnFs.
~ ~ 2 trips schcnJIrd b' 1985. 00
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june 4 the first group will depart. Applk:a-

tions are fb.II no la/er than Aprlll. 1985.
1bc sccood trip will Ic2veOl1ju1y 14I98S and the deadline tOr appIiations for
this trip is M2y 1, 1985.
1b obtain an application CI1l Ruth at
(213)~orCl1ltoll-frcr ~
or write Tbe)mJsalcm Fellowships
N:uionaJ <>fIitt, I70 No. <:anoo I>rM.
8c'Yrrly Hills, CaIitOmia 902IQ

Stil." for Itadenlalp
in tbejcwtsb oomflll,nltyo
Our community mast contiIme CO dcYdop
concrmcd Icadiersbip b the fururr. Part
of that procas is a sotid uodcrsIaJdit« of

ourJewish 1"-,,,.
Tbe)crusaIaD FdIowsbips is SpOll.scftd-

by Aish~mdilsLos
~ 2fIilQlp AIcymL LeO makr"J'C:xt
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Paul Stuart
Sales
Positions

The exclusive Madison
Avenue specialty shop
seeks career oriented
individuals for full
time sales in men's
furnishings. Must be
articulate and well
groomed (classic look).
We will train. 40 hour
week. Excellent salary.
No nights. No Sundays.
. Call:
(212) 682-0320

Madison Av~. (it 45th St.
New York, New York 10017

Bend," which opens the album. The band is
very exciting during .its stage show, which
featured singer Michael Monroe running
around the stage and climbing up onto the
speakers perched high around the Ritz
stage. In late November, Michael's antics
earned him a fractured ankle during a performance in Syracuse. Overall the band
seemed dedicated to putting all they could
into their live performance, with great
results!
. From Finland via England, Hanoi Rocks
arrived ready for America and confident
that they would conquer the American
market. At the press conference the
members displayed enthusiasm about the
U.S. and the varied personalities in the
band created quite a spicy profile for a
heavy metal band that doesn't want to be
called a heavy metal band.
With a little luck, more exposure and
radio airplay Hanoi Rocks had a chance of
grabbing a piece of the American pie. Unfortunately, a tragic car accident involving
driver Vince Wharton (Vince Neil) of
Motley -Crue and- passenger Nicholas
Dingley (Razzle)--6f-Hanoi Rocks resulted in
Razzle's death on Dec. 8th in Los Angeles.
Razzle was Hanoi Rock's talented drummer and rt very' friendly, nice guy. The
rest of Hanoi Rocks' European tour was
cancelled but the band will continue. One
hopes the U.S. has not seen the last of
Hanoi Rocks.

Hanoi Rocks
In 1984, yet another band with members
who, wear makeup and fancy clothes
entered the U.S. market. But don't confuse
, Hanoi Rocks with Boy George, Aerosmith
or David Bowie because the boys in the
band defy comparisons to any other musician. Guitarist Andy McCoy proclaimed
violently, "We're not bloody Aerosmith"
when a college student dared to mention the
two bands in the same sentence at a press
conference held at CBS in November.

~,

Live D.J., Food & Refreshments will be served.

Spend Spring Break
at
Ft. Lauderdale
or
Daytona
from $119 plus taxes
a week

Music: One Critic's Sampling of New and Unusual Bands

R.nDl . . . . . . . . . . . U.s.

Frankie Goes to Hollywood
Unless you've been living under a rock,
you've seen the T-shirts screaming
"FRANKIE SAY RELAX," the controversial videos of "Relax" and "Two Tribes , "
and maybe you even purchased the double
album or saw the concert in November. Of
course, I'm referring to Frankie Goes to
Hollywood, the most celebrated group
from England to arrive in the U.S. in 1984.
Massive publicity campaigns by their record
company, Island, and a tremendous
amount of genuine hype helped Frankie
Goes to Hollywood become one of the most
recognized bands around town.
So much has been said about this band
that it is easy to get false impressions about
Holly and his boys. Take the album for example, (UWelcome to the Pleasure Dome"
on Island Records), which the critics all but
tore apart. I defend the album by insisting
you take the double album track by track.
There is something for everybody on this
album. The ever popular dance tunes are
there as welt as mellow hines like cCDO You
Know the Way to San Jose." A ballad,
"the Power of Love," is the next FGTH
single and "Born To Run" will please
Bruce Springsteen fans.
The band's videos are great-imaginative
with politics and sex the main themes.
FGTH comes across so well on video that
they were in a major motion picture also.
Body Double included the song "Relax"
and the band singing it in a scene in the
movie. If you don't like the album for its
music, you can always read the sleeves for
entertainment. Never before has so much
bullshit been printed on one album for the
public's pleasure. "Welcome to the
Pleasure Dome" is full of quotes and sexual
innuendos that will keep curious listeners
busy for awhile.
Frankie's publicity also included stints on
,

Saturday Night Live and a guest V J appearance by Holly Johnson on MTV.
America was learning who the band behind
the T-shirt was. That band includes six
chaps from Liverpool, some gay, others
not, who call themselves' Frankie Goes to
Hollywood even though there is no one
named Frankie in the band. The name was
taken from a Frank Sinatra poster.
The band was trendy in 1984. At a show
at the Ritz (one of three sold-out performances) a good percentage of the audience
was garbed in white T-shirts with black bold
letters expressing Frankie's latest thought.
The big question was: could the band's live
performance entertain an audience as much
as their popular videos did? The answer:
almost. Frankie's show was not as bad as'
.sorne people anticipated. The familiar tunes
were presented with the help of video
screens to interpret them for those people
hooked on video.
The Ritz show was exciting because you
didn't know what to expect. An opening act
was' very interesting;' it, ·included men im-- personating women such as Cher, Tina
Turner & Bette Midler. The leader of the
transvestites emceed the show and even
gave the audience a true/false sex quiz.
Some members of the crowd were not thrilled with this addition to an average Saturday night concert at the Ritz. Nevertheless,
they did set the stage for the band.
However, FGTH members do not wear
dresses. Holly Johnson was quite dignified
in his suit and the rest of the band were
decently attired. The only sign that the boys
were a bunch of imitation "macho men"
was when Paul Rutherford, Holly's
sidekick, swished his tush at the audience.
Whether ,they are flaming or not, the music
is still entertaining and that's what counts. I
hope "Relax" was not a fluke because they
are a fun band.

The wild conference occurred just before
the five members of Hanoi Rocks performed two gigs in New York City.' On this first
U.S. tour the band played at the Ritz in
Manhattan and L'Amour in Brooklyn. The
Ritz show appeared to be a success as a
crowd of heavy metal fans, punks and new
wavers joined to see this new attraction.
Some metal fans already knew Hanoi Rocks
from their previous albums distributed
before the fall release of "Two Steps From
The Move" on CBSlEpic Records. The rest
of us enjoyed discovering a new band
J2-efore the masses did from top 40 radio.
The album has a heavy metal feel to it
and the first few songs sound like heavy
metal. But keep, listening and you'll hear
more melodies and choruses than guitar
solos, and even a ballad or two. Hanoi
Rocks even covers an old Creedence Clearwater Revival Song, "Up Around the
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Pi..... Goes to H.,. . . . . . _t In New York

Comateens

in France and a following in England for
the U.S. press to notice the band.
Now, after two albums on major labels
and an LP in 1981 on the small Cachalot
Records, the Comateens appear 'very .professional both onvinyl and in concert. The
members work well together and don't need
a wild and crazy stage show to convey the
excitement of their music. In front of the
hometown crowd at, the.Ritz the band seemed happy and-at 'ease With the audience. Lyn
Byrd especially looked like she was having a
party with her friends in the audience.· The,
support of the people was easy 10 see.'
Although this band definitely deserves better than a Wednesday night at any club.
there was quite a good crowd present.

This New York City band deserves a
lot more publicity and attention than it
ge!S. This is a band you can like just by seeing a live concert, such as their December
.show at the Ritz, without even knowing any
of their material. You may have already
.beard theft: 1983 hit "Oet Off My Case,"
but even if you haven't, their show won't
disappoint you.
The 1984 album from the Comateens,
"Deal With It," is a very enjoyable album.
Polygram Records released their second
album with "Confessions" and "Love Will
Follow You" as the hopeful hit singles, but
there are more potential hits on this album,
such as "Resist Her" and "Don't Come
Back." Producer Pete Solley (Romantics)
has helped this band perfect their recording
with great dance beats and excellent pop
vocal harmonies.
The main trio of musicians comprising
the Comateens includes Lyn Byrd on synth
and vocals, and brothers Nic North (bass.
and vocals) and Oliver North (guitar and
. vocals). Session man Chuck Saba- played
drums on the album and joined them for
the tour. In earlier days the band used a
drum machine as
fourth member. Since
1978 the Comateens have been playing for
N.Y.C. audiences. However, it took a hit

Even if you don't hear the Comateens on
your favorite radio station, you should
definitely check them out. I haven't seen or
heard anything .about a Comateens video
but maybe that wotild help this hand in the
.current' 'MTV age." This Manhattan band
is a pleasant change from mainstream dance
top 40 hits. But even though they are different, you'can Still daDa;to them. Keep an
,eye on this' band in the future. The Comateens will not leave you comatose!
-lAurie Nocmto
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Baruch TKOs Lehman
Three Technical Fouh Lead
to Statesmen 89-72 Win
lock the game up with a secure 11
point lead.
A minute and a half later and two
The Baruch Statesmen basketand a half minutes removed from
ball team ripped Lehman College
his first outburst. he struck again.
apart 89-72 on Jan. 26th, blowing
Now down by 17 and the game
out a team that had beaten them
out of hand, Lefkowitz also got out
by 15 points in their previous meetof hand. With 1:22 left in the game,
ing. The surprising slaughter of
the coach stormed off the bench
Lehman was due in large part to and went head to head with the
another event that took place on
referee, protesting a call the way
the court at Xavier High School,
Earl Weaver would protest a World
home of Baruch's basketball team. Series ending strike call. Trying to
There were three technical fouls
make the Warner Wolf plays of the
called on the Lehman basketball month highlight films. the coach
coach, Norman Lefkowitz, all yelled at the top of his lungs like a
within three minutes. A relatively man who'd seen his house burn
close ga me became blown wide down and everything he owned
open. Baruch also hit all 10 foul
destroyed. screaming "WHAT
shots granted by the referee and HAPPENED" several times.
never looked back.
As the referee turned away to
Up by five, 67-62, Baruch gained avoid the rampaging coach,
possession on a loose ball foul
Lefkowitz charged him incessantly.
charged against Lehman. This was
His destiny was apparent.
the green light for Lefkowitz as
He vehemently argued until he
his opinions were voiced a litsaw that the only one getting sacked
tle louder than is usual. Baruch
was him as they tossed him out of
was granted four technical foul
the game that had now turned into
..hots at 3:52 left in the game and
a
circus. Baruch's Fernandez, playcenter Chris McLeod connected on
ing in his first game. forged their
all four to push their lead to nine.
lead to 19 when he sank two free
But Lefkowitz wasn't through
throws on the third and final
yelling. At 2:58 left in the game and technical foul.
his team down 71-64, he was called
The game was very close up until
for another technical. The glue of
the time Lefkowitz allowed his
the Statesmen J . Ernest Nixon, who
frustrations to play a role in the.
scored 37 in his previous game
outcome.
vs. Old Westbury, hit all four to
Baruch trailed by as many as six

By Brian Feiablum

.""'.'.+.a.......,
with 7:56 left in the first half. But
the Statesmen took the lead at 5:45,
2.4-22, when they_ scored eight
straight points. They closed out the
first half with a surprising six point
lead, 38-32.
Baruch seemed to play an aggressive game but didn't force it as
much as Lehman. They played fundamentat ball. passing it around
until someone was open, usually
Nixon. Lehman was foul happy in
the second half and Baruch capitalized on the foul shots.
Coming into the game, coach
Ray Rankis was looking to put an
end to a dismal five game losing
streak. "I added up our record
since we were 7-7 in the first half of

Swimming Upstream at Baruch
..

B} Orest Mandzy
Being one of the newest athletic
teams at Baruch is bad enough.
When vou add inadequate facilities
and student apathy to the equation,
the situation is just about nauseatmg.
Baruch's swim team. in its second vear of inter-collegiate competition. has yet to win a meet this
year. Their poor record is not a
reflection of the members' inabilities or the coach's inadequacies.
says George Johnson. a member of
this year's 0-4 team. It is. accord-

ing to Johnson. a reflection of the
school's ad min is tra t io n , and its
attitude towards the team. He said,
.. Baruch' s never going to be competitive unless they (administration) put something into the progfaIIl. "

Although Baruch, according to
Johnson. has a handful of "quality
swimmers." they don't have
enough to be genuinely competitive.
Romain Pis s i , the swimming
team's co-founder and captain.
agreed with Johnson. He said. "we
are competitive individually. but

we haven't had the depth to win as
a team."
Case in point: On Jan. 26th. in a
three-school match among City
College, Lehman College, and
Baruch; Baruch led Lehman by five
points going into the final event.
Not being able to field swimmers
for the 400 yard freestyle relay,
Baruch didn't compete. Lehman
thus accrued points simply for participating, overtaking Baruch's lead
completely. and defeating them
handily.
The problem is clearly not due to
a lack of talent. according to Johnson. He said. "We have more
quality swimmers than Lehman
has. " The problem seems to stem
from the insufficient practice times
alloted to the swimmers.
Baruch's own pool in the basement of the 23rd Street building is
five. yards shorter than required.
"It is," acccording to Johnson,
"no bigger than some urinals I've
seen." This forces the school to
rent out Hunter College's pool,
which is located at their Brookdale
Campus on 26th Street. The pool is
only available to Baruch three
times a week which, according to

both Pissi and Johnson, is "not

(FrOID L. to R.) PIss., Jollason, Ha.... and Young of the Statesmen swimmers.

enough." The 10 swimmers Baruch
has also have a hard time attending
the too few practices. One practice
just days before their Jan. 26th
meet saw only seven swimmers
attend. The problem is therefore
clearly defined: too few swimmers
eSwimminR too few yards.
According to Johnson. "Baruch

lie ............, ... tiler ........ LI' .-.

the season," said the coach "and
we're 4-23. Maybe it's me." But
the coach is not to blame. Five of
his 12 players areinexperlenced
freshmen, two players just joined
him in midseason and his 6'3"
230 pound solidly built center,'
Reinhart Schmuck has been out for
10 8lUDes due to torn ligaments in
his right leg. It is the same ankJe he
injured last summer that prohibited
him from playing on last year's
8-17 team. Even the schedule
works against Baruch. They play 17
of 2S games on the road and their
eight home games aren't even
p~yed. at Baruch. Theyare played
at Xavier High School on . 16th
Street.

"We took Xavier for recruiting
and seating purposes," said Rankis. "But we could only get the
gym on these eight occasions. ,.
There were five cheerleaders at the
West 16th Street gymnasium. but
there was enough entertainment
supplied by Baruch's slaughtering
of Lehman and of the gyrations of
the Lehman coach. Only a few relatives and friends of the players
showed up to witness the sacrifice
of Lehman. "I'd like to get a three
or four piece band in here," said
Rankis, .. but I'd settle for just a
drummer to liven things up here
andmake the game a scncolevent
the students would want to be a
part of."

does 9.000 yards a week. at Georgia Tech (where he attended) we
swam that in a day... He added. "if
Baruch improves on practice times,
we could win the CUNY championships." Although a few of Baruch's
swimmers swim five days a week
on their own - Pissi, Johnson. and
Nohora Martinez - to get an adequate workout, according to John-.
son. you should practice in a competitive environment. That is. with
other swimmers of equal or better
abilities.

reason Baruch has fielded a swimming team. According to members
of the swim team, they must attend
classes. which are inconveniently
scheduled around practice times,
and some must also work. The
question is - what for? The members must even return their sweat
suits after the end of the season.
They have no incentive to swim.
According to Johnson. "I'm not
sure why anyone swims for them
(Baruch)." He is also uncertain
why anyone would coach in such
dismal circumstances. He said,
"How is a coach supposed td feel,
without facilities, and swimmers
that just show up once a week. I
give him (Ed Figueroa) credit for
still coaching."

., Baruch has to decide whether it
wants to win. or whether it just
wants to satisfy a criteria. ,. said
J ohnson, As things stand now. the
satisfaction of a criteria is the only

